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About This Game

Dark Ages was the first shareware game to support the Adlib & Sound Blaster music cards. If featured a movie style soundtrack
of eight unique songs and themes.

Each volume of Dark Ages has its own unique appearance, with different goals, level designs and locations. Each volume has 10
huge scrolling levels packed with devious traps, creatures and treasures.

Game Features

Built in instructions

Save and restore

Permanent high scores

Sound on/off

Flexible keyboard configuration

Three skill levels
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Bonus Info

The EGA/VGA graphics are colorful and stunning, with fast scrolling screens and high-speed animation. Dark Ages has such
demanding graphics and animation that it requires an 80286 (or 80386) machine to run at proper speed, otherwise it may run too

slowly. (NOTE: Dark Ages runs too fast on 486 or higher computers. You will need to slow them down to play).
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Title: Dark Ages
Genre: Action
Developer:
Scenario Software
Publisher:
3D Realms (Apogee Software)
Release Date: 1 Feb, 1991
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PROS:

-had potential if the creators gave a crap.

CONS:

-Sucked!!!
-No music except for maybe like 30 secs worth.
-doesnt really tell you what to do.
-thats about it.

#TrashOrTreasure
#Trash!!!!!!. Hmm... honestly I don't like this one. It's got fast story pacing and action elements, but the gal-game side doesn't
get along too well with these action elements (except one route, obviously). This gives us a story of a lot of action elements and
slice-of-life gal-game elements mixing together, making the story a little bit weird.

Also, as the title suggests, the story is about the protagonist's "Sickness", but it didn't actually touch the dark side of that part,
instead it slided behind the romance elements later and just disappeared...

Nevertheless, I do think the atmosphere of this VN isn't bad, and the stories and dialogues are sort of well-written..... Great
game, just be prepared to die! Alot!. Fifth in the series (as far as I can tell), a museum security guard accidentally triggers a
magical artifact causing Fimbulwinter in the Lost Lands. As the Chosen One, you are summoned there to try and reverse the
curse.

Exciting plot, challenging HO scenes, and fun minigames await. Get it in the bundle.. This is the only game that has ever
dissapointed me enough to request a refund. I love gardening games but the controls and click boxes on this game are just too
wonky. This game does not work well with a keyboard and mouse and the mini games were also really wonky. While trying to
generate electricity I would click while it was in the green and it would still say that I missed even if it was dead center. The
whole thing was really frustraiting and I hope that the creators will fix these issues in the future. It could have been a really good
game. :(. I've played this game less than 30 minutes and stopped. It's very dark with no way to adjust gamma only shawdows.
There was absolutely no loot in anything that I searched. Honestly couldn't search anything because there wasn't a way to access
any items in the game.... I could only pick up trash and cans. I could not punch either and therefore had no way to defend myself
against the alien creatures. I constantly ran until my stamina ran out and then I died because I had no way to defend myself. I
think that this game could have potential in the future, but how can we play it now when there is really nothing to interact with
other than alien creatures that kick our butt because we have no way to defend ourselves... Just a thought, try and have fun
playing.. there is nothing to do.. and no story ..
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The game runs great, that is the only thing good about this game.

Would not recommend.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=N8i3D_KB4RI. Super fun, very challenging twist on the "Asteroids" concept. The game
has a large variety of enemies to keep you on your toes, but there are neatly designed, meaningful power-ups to collect to help
you out.

The sound and visual design are absolutely superb, which doesn't come across in screen shots, or even in videos. When you have
it playing in front of you and you are interacting with it, it's like being transported into an 80s arcade. But how you fondly
remember it, not how it actually was.

The game is also a fascinating example of accessible design. Although it is recommended to be played with a controller, you can
play one-handed with a mouse. I actually played on a trackpad on my Mac. I also have the highest score in the game right now,
so come at me bro etc. etc.

You also have a "Stress Free" mode, which gives you infinite lives (at the expense of not being able to register a score on the
leaderboard). Multiple visual options are available for those with vision issues, or if you find the visual effects distracting.

There is an arcade style single player mode alongside competitive couch multiplayer, which is way more than you would expect
for a game this price. Both modes play and feel very differently, making this a cool package.

Great game. Tough. Accessible. Tight design. Heavily recommended.

. Great game. It is a mix between a sports management game and a turn based fantasy strategy game. Be careful to save your
money for reviving your team members!. Sweet music for a really sad game. It's a good way to support the devs as the "game"
itself is free. :). This game really is the next type of GD game. Amazing!. Rush...
Stay and you'll die!. [Neutral Review]

First, I need to say that I don't know why this Visual Novel is so underrated. It has a lot of defects - and I'll talk about some
below - but it's still an average Visual Novel. There's a lot of crap Visual Novels out there made only for the sake of the
fanservice and they have tons of positive reviews. That seems pretty unfair to me.

The game is kind of short, so it might be a good game to get in a bundle or a good sale. I've seen it in bundles pretty cheap a lot
of times. It can be classified more as an Otome Game than as Fantasy Visual Novel, because only a few after the game starts,
the main plot is a bit shoved aside to focus more and more in the romantic relation between the characters. Or I should say
between Lena and the one you'll pursue as her love affair in game. Also, many people related that they couldn't get attached to
any of the characters even with the lots of interaction between them. And yeah... some characters are pretty standart and
clich\u00e9 at all, in my opinion. So it's easy to feel nothing for them.

Another boring thing is that the "replayability" of the game sucks: most of the game parts will be pretty much the same if you
decide to start a new route after completing your first one.

The art style is decent. It\u2019s not amazing, but it has a certain charm. BG was ok, BGM was fine too. That being said, Blue
Rose is a nice Visual Novel overall and you can have fun with it.
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